


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Law! and! Development! has! always! been! an! area! which! can! neither! be! neatly! and! clearly!
defined! nor! boxed! into! clearFcut! categories.! The! field! has! long! been! a! battle! field! for!
opposing! concepts! of! law,! political! and! economic! order! and! the! role! of! institutional!
governance,80! and! as! such! has! always! been! a! laboratory! for! audacious! experiments!with!
explosive! material.! Categories! such! as! ‘progress’,! ‘development’! or! ‘order’! are! invariably!
contentious,! and! in! the! context!of! L&D!are!employed!as!bargaining! chips! in! a!highFstakes!
game!over!political!and!economic! influence,!autonomy!and,!emancipation.81!While!specific!
local! contexts! of! L&D! became! the! loci! of! such! contestation,! often! enough! under! the!
magnifying! glass! of! international! and! national! development! agendas,! market! integration!
and!state!reform,!one!of!the!most!striking!discoveries!to!be!made!here!relates!to!the!fact!
that! the!contentious! items! in! the!L&D!context!are!also! those!which!have! long! informed!a!
critical! analysis! of! law! and! governance! in! the! context! of! the! nation! state.82! As! such,! the!
boundaries! between! the! developing! and! the! developed! world,! between! those! countries!
receiving!and! those!exporting!or!providing! legal! (or!economic)! aid!become!porous,! and!a!
legal!theory!of!L&D!can!fruitfully!build!on!its!older!domestic!sister.!
!
Among! the! important! scholarly! projects! pursued! by! L&D! scholars! has! been! the! discovery!
and! analysis! of! the! legal$ pluralist$ nature! of! the! governance! orders! in! the! context! of!
development.83!With!a!growing!awareness!of!the!different,!existing!ordering!structures!‘on!
the!ground’!in!the!development!context!came!the!realisation!that!any!legal!order!challenges!
the! observer! to! acknowledge! the! parallels! between! and! the! coFexistence! of! formal! and!






















legal! ‘order’,!of! the!embeddedness!of! legal!governance! in!a!particular! institutional! setting!
(eg,!the!‘state’)!and!at!a!particular!moment!in!(geoFpolitical)!time.86!To!the!degree!that!the!
struggle!over! law! ‘reform’! in! the!context!of!development! is! seen!as!not!entirely! removed!
from! contestations! of! legal! (political,! economic)! order! in! the! domestic! context,! L&D!
emerges! as! a! field,! which! is! just! as! much! concerned! with! the! relationship! of! law! to! its!
(particular,! local)! social! environment!and! context! as! that!has!been! the! case! for! any!other!
legal! theoretical!or! legal! sociological! inquiry.87!But,! accepting! this!perspective! also! implies!
accepting! the! loss! of! an! outside! observer’s! standpoint.! Precisely,! by! acknowledging! the!
inseparability! of! critical! legal! analysis! in! the! domestic! and! the! ‘development’! context,!we!
lose!the!comfort!of!being!‘outside’!of!the!sphere!which!we!are!purporting!to!study!and!to!
examine!in!a!disinterested!manner.88!Instead,!the!demarcation!of!the!L&D!context!from!that!
of! one’s! home! legal! system! and! jurisdiction! becomes! questionable! in! itself,! because! the!
assertions!of!law’s!precariousness!in!the!development!context!apply!to!the!domestic!home!
context! with! equal! force.! On! that! basis,! the! distinction! between! governance! challenges!
‘there’!and! ‘here’!appears!artificial.! Indeed,! the!distinction! seems!designed! to! insulate! the!























law’s!relationship!to!and!role! in!society,! is!the!way,! in!which!the!field!opens! itself!up!to!an!
engagement! and! exchange! with! complementary! discourses! about! regulatory! places! and!
spaces.!Both! legal! scholars89! and! sociologists90!have!been! scrutinising! the! conceptual! and!
constituted! nature! of! such! regulatory! spaces;! spaces! which! escape! a! straightFforward!
depiction!from!a!single!discipline’s!vantage!point.!Just!as!this!critique!has!become!pertinent!
with!regard!to!the!analysis!of!different,!specialised!regulatory!arenas,!ranging!from!labour91!
to! corporate,92! from! environmental93! to! criminal! law,94! altogether! suggesting! a!
methodological! shift! away! from! comparative! and! towards! transnational! law,95! L&D! has!




































to! and! oftentimes! overlapping! with! this! very! vivid! scholarly! engagement! has,! of! course,!
been!an!equally!vibrant! ‘literary’97!and!cultural!engagement!with! ‘transition’!periods.!After!
the! seminal! (inevitably! colonial)! portrayals! by! Joseph! Conrad! in! ‘An!Outpost! of! Progress’!
(1897)!or!‘Heart!of!Darkness’!(1899),! ‘postFcolonial’!novels!such!as!Chinua!Achebe’s!‘Things!
Fall! Apart’! (1958)! or! JM! Coetzee’s! ‘Waiting! for! the! Barbarians’! (1980)! again! poignantly!
scrutinised! the! slippery! slope! between! ‘us’! and! ‘them’! that! inescapably! pervades! any!




concepts! such! as! ‘change’,! ‘reform’! and! ‘progress’,! as! they! have! been! central! to! seminal!
transitional! justice! debates! as! those! concerning! South! Africa99! or! Sri! Lanka,100! Achmat!
Dangor’s! ‘Bitter!Fruit’!(2001)!or!films!such!as!Vithanage’s!‘Death!on!a!Full!Moon!Day’,!have!





degree! that! we! can! already! build! on! a! host! of! critical! work! to! scrutinise! the! orientation,!
method,! and! contentions! of! L&D! and! TJ! theory,! an! additional! aspect! of! this! enterprise!
concerns! the! acknowledgement! of! and! engagement! with! nonFscholarly! content.! Another!
question!concerns!the!demarcation!of!places!and!spaces!in!this!context.!What,!we!may!ask,!
distinguishes! the! focus! of! Achmat! Dangor’s! poignant! analysis! of! family! relations! in! postF
Apartheid! South! Africa101! from! the! haunting! account! of! Mourid! Barghouti’s! return! to!
Palestine!after!an!involuntary!30Fyear!exile?102!Emerging,!from!these!accounts,!is!a!powerful!



















the! ‘human! condition’! that! could! arguably! be! seen! as! the! fourth! dimension! of! Hannah!
Arendt’s! depiction! of! labourFworkFaction,103! scrutinising! the! possibilities! of! political,! social!
belonging! in! a! postFnational! environment,! which! is! marked! by! the! fragility! of! political!
communities!and,!again,!an!increased!precariousness!of!political!voice.104!
!
Chinua!Achebe,! the! author! of! the! seminal! novel! ‘Things! Fall! Apart’! (1958),! recounts! in! his!






different! places,! communities,! spheres! of! interaction,! places! of! engagement! and!
confrontation!—!with!others,!who!have! come! to! these!places! through! similar!patterns!of!
predictable!unpredictability.!Achebe’s!stories! recount!numerous! instances!of! frustration! in!
the! face!of! alienation,! cliché! and! stereotype! that! seem! to! repeat! themselves!—!over! and!




story,! to! one! particular! stance,! one! easily! demarcated! political! viewpoint! or! a!
comprehensively! founded! moral! choice.! Instead,! Achebe! highlights! the! numerous! crossF
roads! in! people’s! perceptions! and! judgments,! the! complex! overlapping! of! context! and!
intent!that!shape!the!moment!where!one!formulates!and!utters!one’s!view.!He!seems!to!say!
‘Look!again’,! ‘Think!again’!and! ‘Look!again’,!and! it! is! this!back!and!forth!wandering!of!our!
gaze,!which!may!help!to!better!grasp!the!challenges!in!contemporary!L&D!and!TJ!contexts.!
These!contexts!are! intricately!marked!by! the!simultaneous!existence!of! the! ‘new’!and! the!
‘old’.!And!yet!we!are!asked!to!reject!this!(overly!neat)!juxtaposition!for!the!ways!in!which!it!
imposes! an! evolutionary! narrative! of! progress! onto! a! sphere! that! needs! to! be! studied!
through!its!complex!relationship!between!local!and!global!consciousness.105!Similarly,!both!
L&D! and! TJ! become! mere! instantiations! of! a! renewed! effort! to! reflect! critically! on! the!
methodological!basis!of!legalFpolitical!governance.!
!
As! such,!both!L&D!and!TJ! can!be! seen!as!efforts!undertaken! from!within! law!as! scholarly!
discipline!and!practical!endeavour!to!illustrate!how!law!is!constantly!prompted!to!adapt!to!







occurs! in! often! unmapped,! unchartered! and! undomesticated! ‘spaces’.! As! in! Achebe’s!
accounts,! these! spaces! are! both!geographical! and! intellectual,! both! real! and! constructed.!
And,!as!is!highlighted!by!the!scholarship!in!the!areas!of!L&D!and!TJ,!the!critical!engagement!
with!these!allegedly!dividing!lines!between!‘real’!and!‘constructed’,!between,!say,!field!work,!





theorised! and! practiced! in! this! critical!way,! L&D! and! TJ! become! instantiations! of! a!much!
more!comprehensive!engagement!with!the!‘concept!of!law’,!with!the!categories!by!which!in!





taken! to! defend! L&D! and! TJ! as! both! critical! engagements! with! and! representations! of!
contemporary!law!threatens!the!daily!routine!of!law!schools!that!profess!to!teach!their!feeF
paying! clients! to! ‘learn! to! think! like! a! lawyer’:! the! here! embraced! approach! critically!
challenges!this!entire!routine!and!suggests!that!it!could!all!be!in!fact!very!different!if!only!we!
cared!to!reflect!more!on!the!connections!between!‘here’!and!‘there’.!In!other!words,!are!the!
legal! conflicts!we!are!concerned!with!domestically! really! so!much!different! from!the!ones!
we! identify! in! ‘foreign’!places?! If! that! is! true,! then!the!question! is!how!we!can!develop!an!
adequate! epistemological! framework! for! law! in! a! transnational! context.! As! is! clear! from!
Achebe’s! stories,! to! think! about! these! connections! is! a! tiresome! business,! one! that!must!
remain! cautious,! selfFcritical! and! neverFsatisfied,! one! that! continues! to! draw! on! a! wide!




normative! foundations! of! L&D106! and! of! TJ107! are! increasingly! complemented! and!










epistemological! interventions! in!the!‘South’.109!Arising!from!this!attention!to!L&D!and!TJ! is!
an!intensified!interest!in!the!nature!of!knowledge!implicated!in!these!different!engagements.!
Knowledge!becomes!a! crucial! variable! as! it! applies! to! a!host!of!divergent! conceptual! and!
normative! programs.! For! example,!knowledge! is! at! the! heart! of! the! expertise! and! ‘knowF
how’! retained!by!a!governing!body!or!drawn!upon!by!governmental! actors!when!crafting!
regulatory!instruments!and!interventions.110!At!the!same!time,!knowledge!as!a!variable!and!




interplay! of! domestic! and! transnational! governance! discourses! and! the! centrality! of!
knowledge!in!both,112!the!intensified!interest!in!scrutinising!what$we$know!when!unleashing!
programs!of!aid,! reform!as!well!as! ‘technical’!and! legal!assistance!has!to!be!central! to!any!
future! engagement!with! L&D! and! TJ! as! part! of! a! larger,! interdisciplinary! theory! of! global!
governance.113! From! the! vantage! point! of! a! critical! engagement!with! knowledge,! such! an!
enterprise!must! develop! a!methodology! able! to! open! up,! rather! than! eclipse! avenues! of!
contestation! and! mutual! learning.114! We! can! already! see,! how! the! parallels! and! shared!
interests! in!contemporary!L&D!and!TJ!discourses!are!echoed!by! the!connections!between!
domestic!and!transnational!governance!discourses.!Where!we!find!that!L&D!discourses!are!

























universalising,115! legal/nonFlegal! response! to! legacies! of! suppression,! exploitation! and!
domination,! we! are! confronted! with! the! coFevolutionary! dynamics! of! legal/nonFlegal,!
hard/soft,!formal/informal.!In!short,!attending!to!knowledge!points!us!to!the!legal$pluralist$of$
modes$ of$ governance! characteristic! in! settings! which! we! have! hitherto! tended! to! study!
through!conventional!notions!of!jurisdiction,!that!is,!through!legal!spatial!lenses.116!However,!
these!coFevolutionary!dynamics!between!L&D!and!TJ!support!the!emergence!of!regulatory!
regimes! which! can! no! longer! adequately! be! captured! through! categories! of! state!
sovereignty!or!jurisdiction.!Instead,!the!emerging!transnational!regulatory!landscape!follows!
to!a! large!degree! the! fragmenting!dynamics!of!a! functionally!differentiated!world! society,!








































however,! consists! in! the! question! of! frame! of! reference.! Every! employed! conceptual,!
analytical! and! doctrinal! toolkit! itself! has! a! history! of! its! own,! the! way! it! came! to! be! put!
together,! the!order!of! instruments!that!are!stored!and!arranged!on! its! inside,!and!the!use!




the! relevance! of! approaching! a! study! of! a! local! regulatory! culture! from! a! more!
comprehensive! perspective,! eventually! allowing! for! a! scrutiny! of! the! actors,! norms! and!
processes,! which! shape! the! development! context.123! But,! how! are! we! to! account! for!
inevitable! baggage! and! background! assumptions,! that! accompany! and! shape! the!
governance!as!well!as!desired!policy! ideas! transplanted! from!one!context!—!which! in! the!
20th! century! L&D! context! has! been! the! postFIndustrialist! and! postFWelfare! constitutional!
state124!—!into!another!context!with!institutional!and!normative!dimensions!which!we!might!
not! be! able! to!map!with! the! cartography!we! are! used! to.! This! seems! to! be! of! particular!
importance!with!regard!to!the!implicit!assumptions!informing!an!endorsement!of!regulatory!
models! such! as! decentralisation,! innovation! and! regulatory! competition.! In! political! and!
regulatory! theory!discourses!of! the! last! two!to! three!decades,! these! terms!emerged! in!an!
intricate! intellectual! space! between! economic! and! political! theories! and! have! by! now!
attained! an! almost! sacrosanct! character,! be! that! with! regard! to! federal! structures! in!


















economies.126! However,! as! examples! of! transatlantic! transplants! already! illustrate,! the!
effects!of!policies!that!endorse!a!fineFtuned!subsidiarityFfederalist!framework!and!that!place!
hope! into! the! regulated! selfFregulatory! dynamics! of! actors! on! different! levels127! greatly!
depend!on! the!historically! and!politically! evolved! context! in!which! they! are! implemented.!
What!might!be!in!itself!a!very!promising!conceptual!approach!to!the!study!of!multiFlevel!and!
multiFpolar! regulatory! systems! —! and! the! EU! certainly! represents! just! that128! —! will!
eventually! unfold! through! highly! intricate! and! unpredictable! dynamics! in! a! continuously!
evolving!complex!environment.129!
!
To!be!sure,!it!is!a!no!more!than!trivial!insight!that!these!experiences!suggest!the!need!to!pay!
close!regard!to!the!locally!existing!rules!and!regulatory!practices!—!the!challenge!consists!in!
determining!the!form!and!process!of!‘context!sensitive’!regulation.!It!is!with!this!challenge!
in!mind,!that!we!are!finding!ourselves!torn!between!opening!our!toolbox!of!wellFworn!and!
tested!tools!and!concepts!on!the!one!hand!and!starting!‘fresh’,!with!open!eyes!and!without!
prejudice!on!the!other.130!What!is!remarkable!in!this!context!is!the!impossibility!of!‘breaking!
free’!even!from!the!semantic!and!symbolic!stronghold!of!certain!categories,!regardless!of!
the!degree!to!which!these!have!been!subjected!to!critique,!deconstruction!and!
demystification.!This!is!as!true!today131!as!it!was!in!the!1970s:132!in!our!search!for!appropriate!
regulatory!approaches!to!be!taken!with!regard!to!development!contexts!(as!well!as!other,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
126!W!Lazonick,!'Varieties!of!Capitalism!and!Innovative!Enterprise’!(2007)!24!Comparative$Social$Research!21;!
JP!Murmann,!Knowledge$and$Competitive$Advantage:$The$Coevolution$of$Firms,$Technology$and$National$
Institutions$(Cambridge,!Cambridge!University!Press,!2003).!
127!CF!Sabel!and!J!Zeitlin,!'Learning!from!Difference:!The!New!Architecture!of!Experimentalist!Governance!in!the!
EU’!(2008)!14!European$Law$Journal!271;!see!already!MC!Dorf!and!CF!Sabel,!'A!Constitution!of!Democratic!
Experimentalism’!(1998)!98!Columbia$Law$Review!267.!
128!See,!eg,!G!Majone,!'The!European!Commmunity!Between!Social!Policy!and!Social!Regulation’!(1993)!31!
Journal$of$Common$Market$Studies!153,!and!KA!Armstrong,!'Governance!and!the!Single!European!Market’!in!P!
Craig!and!G!de!Búrca!(eds),!The$Evolution$of$EU$Law$(Oxford,!Oxford!University!Press,!1999).!
129!R!Boyer!and!JR!Hollingsworth,!'From!National!Embeddedness!to!Spatial!and!Institutional!Nestedness’!in!
JR!Hollingsworth!and!R!Boyer!(eds),!Contemporary$Capitalism:$The$Embeddedness$of$Institutions$(Cambridge,!
Cambridge!University!Press,!1997);!R!Dore,!W!Lazonick!and!M!O'Sullivan,!'Varieties!of!Capitalism!in!the!
Twentieth!Century’!(1999)!15!Oxford$Review$of$Economic$Policy$102;!G!Teubner,!'Legal!Irritants:!How!Unifying!
Law!Ends!Up!In!New!Divergences’!in!PA!Hall!and!D!Soskice!(eds),!Varieties$of$Capitalism:$The$Institutional$
Foundations$of$Comparative$Advantage$(Oxford,!Oxford!University!Press,!2001);!P!Zumbansen,!‘”New!
Governance”!in!European!Corporate!Governance!Regulation!as!Transnational!Legal!Pluralism’!(2009)!15!
European$Law$Journal!246.!
130!See,!eg,!K!Pistor,!'Of!Legal!Transplants,!Legal!Irritants,!and!Economic!Development’!in!P!Cornelius!and!B!
Kogut!(eds),!Corporate$Governance$and$Capital$Flows$in$a$Global$Economy$(Oxford,!Oxford!University!Press,!
2003).!
131!K!Rittich,!'The!Future!of!Law!and!Development:!Second!Generation!Reforms!and!the!Incorporation!of!the!
Social’!(2004)!26!Michigan$Journal$of$International$Law!199.!
132!DM!Trubek!and!M!Galanter,!'Scholars!in!SelfFEstrangement'.!
similarly!complex!regulatory!spaces133),!we!strive!to!critically!reflect!on!the!usability!of!the!
rule!of!law,!learned!lessons!with!regard!to!democratic!accountability,!public!deliberation!or!
the!separation!of!powers.!Meanwhile,!we!realize!how!none!of!these!principles!can!be!lifted!
out!of!its!context!without!losing!some!explanatory!capacity,!leading!us!back!to!the!
motivation!of!why!we!intended!to!draw!on!a!particular!regulatory!experience!in!the!first!
place.!Again!and!again,!we!are!confronted!with!the!particularity!of!an!evolutionary!process!
in!a!specific!space!that!seemingly!frustrates!all!attempts!at!translation!or!transplantation.134!
And!yet,!precisely!because!of!this!confrontation,!we!return,!again!and!again,!to!a!critical!
reflection!on!the!categories!through!which!we!seek!both!to!explain!and!to!shape!spaces!of!
vulnerability!and!precariousness.!There!appears!to!be!a!crucial!difference,!however,!
between!an!earlier,!progressive,!critical!exercise!of!such!reflection!and!the!more!inchoate,!
interdisciplinary!approach!that!seems!to!be!forming!today!out!of!a!combination!of!legal,!
political,!sociological,!economic!and!anthropological!theory!on!the!one!hand!and!historical!
and!linguistic!study!on!the!other.135!While!this!difference!is!still!hard!to!pinpoint!or!to!make!
fruitful,!it!becomes!ever!more!evident!that!in!close!proximity!to!the!continuing!standFoffs!
between!conservative!and!progressive!struggles!over!development!policies,!the!range!of!
theory,!vocabulary!and!categories,!frameworks!and!imaginations!is!expanding.!In!that!
context,!the!astutely!recorded!accounts!by!Achebe!of!his!interactions!with!‘third!world!
experts’,136!the!extermination!of!interview!protocols!and!legislative!materials!of!lawFmaking!
processes!in!Singapore’s!‘authoritarian’!Rule!of!Law137!or!the!anthropological!scrutiny!of!the!
World!Bank’s!human!rights!programs138!—!they!are!all!and!each!one!of!them!crucial!
elements!that!help!draw!a!richer!and!more!sophisticated!picture!of!the!development!
context!today.!In!other!words,!we!see!a!significant!analytical!expansion!and!deepening!of!
our!‘knowledge’!basis!visFàFvis!the!developmental!state!and!the!transnational!‘aid!and!
development’!apparatus!that!is!staring!at!it.!The!challenge!remains!in!understanding!and!
drawing!the!adequate!lessons!of!such!an!expanding!epistemic!framework.!
!
( (
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133!N!Krisch,!Beyond$Constitutionalism.$The$Pluralist$Structure$of$Post`national$law$(Oxford,!Oxford!University!
Press,!2010),!ch.!4.!
134!GA!Sarfaty,!'Measuring!Justice:!Internal!Conflict!over!the!World!Bank’s!Empirical!Approach!to!Human!Rights’!
in!K!Clarke!and!M!Goodale!(eds),!Mirrors$of$Justice:$Law$and$Power$in$the$Post`Cold$War$Era$(Cambridge,!
Cambridge!University!Press,!2009).!!
135!J!Rajah,!Authoritarian$Rule$of$Law:$Legislation,$Discourse$and$Legitimacy$in$Singapore$(Cambridge,!Cambridge!
University!Press,!2012),!37F52,!58F60,!288.!
136!C!Achebe,!The$Education$of$a$British`Protected$Child!(New!York,!Knopf,!2009).!
137!J.!Rajah,!Authoritarian$Rule$of$Law.$Legislation,$Discourse$and$Legitimacy$in$Singapore$(Cambridge!University!
Press,!2012),!181F212.!
138!SE!Merry,!'Measuring!the!World:!Indicators,!Human!Rights,!and!Global!Governance’!in!P!Zumbansen!and!
R!Buchanan!(eds),!Law$in$Transition:$Rights,$Development$and$Transitional$Justice$(Oxford,!Hart!Publishing,!2013!
forthcoming);!GA!Sarfaty,!Values$in$Translation:$Human$Rights$and$the$Culture$of$the$World$Bank$(Palo!Alto,!
Stanford!University!Press,!2012).!
VIII.(En(Lieu(of(a(Conclusion:(The(Surprise(that(Is(Not(–(All(Law(is(Transnational(
!
In!an!effort!to!connect!the!preceding!sections!on!the!status!of!knowledge!in!hybrid!legal!
fields!such!as!L&D!and!TJ!with!the!opening!parts!of!this!essay!on!law’s!general!relationship!
to!globalization,!let!us!briefly!address!the!idea!that!a!project!such!as!Transnational!Law!can!
function!as!a!“theoretical!conceptualization!of!law!after!the!breakdown!of!methodological!
nationalism.”139!The!contention!here!would!be!that!such!a!characterization!bears!
considerable!promise.!It!is!in!that!spirit!that!I!suggest!to!reFopen!the!discussion!of!concepts!
or!proposals!such!as!TL!or!LP,!rather!than!dismissing!them!prematurely,!and!perhaps!under!
the!impression!that!their!‘deliverables’!are!not!yet!as!clearly!defined!as!one!would!hope.!My!
contention!is!that!TL!and!LP!are!mutually!intertwined!precisely!because!both!struggle!with!
the!‘how’!of!distinguishing!between!legal!and!nonFlegal!rules.!The!answer!cannot!be!a!
jurisprudential!one!alone.!Instead,!what!appears!to!follow!from!discussions!of!TL!and!LP!is,!
foremost,!a!growing!awareness!of!the!epistemological!as!well!as!normative!fragility!of!any!
attempt!at!boundary!drawing!between!different!norm!universes!in!the!sense!evoked!by!
Cover.140!This!fragility!has!become!a!central!concern!in!the!context!of!debates!around!the!
‘whats’!and!‘hows’!of!global!governance.!In!the!remainder,!I!want!to!argue!that!proposals!
such!as!TL!or!LP!should!be!seen!as!necessary!steps!in!the!development!of!theoretical!
approaches!to!a!legal!theory!(or,!legal$theories141)!of!global!governance![GG].!GG!appears!to!
operate!in!current!debates!as!an!umbrella!term!that!is!employed!to!capture!the!still!openF
ended!and!nonFlinear142!transformation!of!a!nation!stateFbased!model!of!political!rule.143!One!
way!to!address!these!changes!with!uncertain!outcome!has!been!through!ambitious!
assessments!of!the!nature!and!status!of!law!and!its!tight!linkages!with!Western!notions!of!
(different!notions,!stages!and!representations!of)!the!state.144!One!reason!why!TL!appears!
to!have!gained!temporary!currency!might!relatively!easily!be!found!in!the!fact!that!it!
operates!as!a!manageable!label!to!depict,!as!suggested!already!by!Jessup145,!both!overlaps!
of!and!blind!spots!between!categorically!distinguished!fields!(in!that!case!public!and!private!
international!law).!Another!reason!can!be!identified!to!lie!in!TL’s!interdisciplinary!nature,!in!
that!it!is!often!times!referenced!from!a!variety!of!theoretical!and!disciplinary!backgrounds!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139!Michaels,!note!32,!at!18.!
140!Cover!1982.!
141!I!am!grateful!to!Morag!Goodwin!for!her!insistence!on!that!point.!
142!Compare!C.!Schreuer,!'The!Waning!of!the!Sovereign!State:!Towards!a!New!Paradigm!for!International!Law?',!
(1993)!4!European$Journal$of$International$Law!447F471,!with!A.!L.!Paulus,!'The!War!Against!Iraq!and!the!Future!
of!International!Law:!Hegemony!or!Pluralism?',!(2004)!25!Michigan$Journal$of$International$Law!691.!
143!See!the!contributions!to!J.!L.!Dunoff/J.!P.!Trachtman!(eds),!Ruling$the$World?`Constitutionalism,$International$
Law,$and$Global$Governance!(Cambridge!University!Press,!2009);!see!also!the!contributions!to!T.!Hale/D.!Held!
(eds),!Handbook$of$Transnational$Governance.$Institutions$and$Innovations!(Polity!Press,!2011).!
144!See!eg!the!interpretation!by!D.!Grimm,!'The!Achievement!of!Constitutionalism!and!its!Prospects!in!a!
Changed!World',!in!P.!Dobner!and!M.!Loughlin!(eds),!The$Twilight$of$Constitutionalism?$(Cambridge!University!
Press,!2010),!3F22.!
145!P.!C.!Jessup,!Transnational$Law$(Yale!University!Press,!1956).!
precisely!to!capture!a!multitude!of!assertions!relating!to!the!transformation!of!jurisdictional!
(geopolitical,!geographical)!boundaries,146!shifts!in!normFmaking!competence!between!
nationally!based!and!spatially!operating!actors,147!as!well!as!the!nature!of!‘communities’,!
polities,!and!peoples.148!A!similarly!positive!assessment!seems!to!be!in!order!with!regard!to!
LP,!given!that!legal!pluralists’!concern!with!the!demarcation!and!politics!of!as!well!as!with!
the!tension!between!official!and!inFofficial!bodies!of!norms,!rules,!recommendations,!
guidelines!and!standards!does!not!–!arguably!–!result!in!placing!‘everything’149!on!the!same!
level,!but!seeks!to!expose,!again!and!again,!the!often!questionable!and!contestable!basis!on!
which!the!distinction!between!law!and!nonFlaw!is!drawn!in!the!first!place.150!!
!
While!the!apparent!frustration!among!many!legal!scholars!today!with!the!slippery!nature!of!
concepts!such!as!TL!or!LP!is!understandable,!the!task!of!making!sense!of!this!
multidisciplinary!and!multiFvocal!engagement!with!globalization!will!eventually!get!easier!as!
we!all!move!through!such!stages!of!trial!and!error,!exploitation,!application!and!
engagements!with!theory.!Revisiting!established!legal!fields,!mostly!thought!of!in!their!
domestic,!nationFstate!context!but!now!reflected!upon!against!the!background!of!a!
globalization!of!law,!we!can!see!that!the!above!described!dilemma!is!in!fact!inherent!to!
every!area!of!law,!long!before!we!began!inventing!new!names!and!setting!novel!boundaries.!
Examples!of!labor,!corporate!or!constitutional!law!illustrate!legal!fields!as!epistemological!
and!normative!laboratories,!through!the!study!of!which!we!can!shed!more!light!on!the!way!
in!which!law!can!only!be!understood!against!the!background!of!society.!And!as!such!legal!
theory!is!inevitably!caught!up!in!the!multiF!and!interdisciplinary!efforts!to!adequately!depict!
the!contours!and!nature!of!today’s!world!society.!!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
146!See!eg!D.!Harvey,!'The!Sociological!and!Geographical!Imaginations',!(2005)!International$Journal$of$Politics,$
Culture$and$Society!211F256;!S.!Sassen,!Territory$`$Authority$`$Rights.$From$Medieval$to$Global$Assemblages$
(Princeton!University!Press,!2006).!
147!C.!Scott/F.!Cafaggi/L.!Senden!(eds),!The$Challenge$of$Transnational$Private$Regulation:$Conceptual$and$
Constitutional$Debates.$Symposium$Issue$of$the$Journal$of$Law$and$Society,$Vol.$38,$No.$1,$pp.$1`188!(WileyF
Blackwell,!2011).!
148!P.!S.!Berman,!Global$Legal$Pluralism.$A$Jurisprudence$of$Law$Beyond$Borders$(Cambridge!University!Press,!
2012);!see!also!S.!Benhabib,!The$Rights$of$Others.$Aliens,$Residents$and$Citizens$(Cambridge!University!Press,!
2004),!and!C.!Dauvergne,!Making$People$Illegal:$What$Globalization$Means$for$Migration$and$Law$(Cambridge!
University!Press,!2008).!
149!But,!see!Michaels!32,!at!18:!“If!everything!is!transnational!law,!nothing!really!is.“!
150!See!eg,!M.!Galanter,!'In!the!Winter!of!our!Discontent:!Law,!AntiFLaw,!and!Social!Science',!(2006)!Annual$
Review$of$Law$&$Social$Sciences!1F16.!
